Government of Rajasthan
Department of Tourism
Hotel Khasa Kothi Campus. M.I. Road. Jaipur
Telefax No 0141-5155100, cotraj@gmail.com
No.F3( )Advt./DT/Pics/2015-16/ 28558

Date:18-12-2015

Notice
Department of Tourism intends to set up a Photo bank on various tourism
attractions and destinations/sites located in Rajasthan. For this purpose high quality
(work of Art), high resolution images (minimum 300 dpi) have to be selected. Those
professional and amateur photographers, Photography clubs, photo bank portals,
individuals etc having sole rights to sell images may apply to the undersigned
alongwith their photographs in a CD/DVD with colored printout for selection till 28th
December’15. Based on the artwork involved in the photographs, the selected
firms/individuals etc will be called for procurement.
Complete application alongwith the tentative list of tourism attractions, destinations
and sites etc. to be covered can be downloaded from www.rajasthantourism.gov.in and
duly filled applications can be submitted latest by 3 PM on 28.12.2015.
-Sd.Director Tourism

SELECTION CRITERIA
1. Interested photographers should have the sole rights to sell the photographs
submitted by them. For any legal dispute arising owing to the ownership issue of
these photographs, the photographer shall be solely responsible and all the
expenses borne out of such dispute shall be borne by the photographer.
2. If the photographs are selected the Department will buy it for perpetuity and will
be free to use these in any medium or any form in whatever manner it decides.
3. In case the photographer wants to share the photographs for limited use, he shall
specify the same in his bid.
4. The photographs submitted for selection should be clear and sharp and should
reflect the actual site status artistically.
5. In case of stock photos photographs shot prior to January 2015 shall not be
accepted.
6. The photographers have the options to visit these sites and submit fresh
photographs. Preference shall be given to such photographers who make efforts to
capture and submit fresh and good photographs.
7. The selected photographs shall be procured by the department as per rules laid
down for the ‘Work of Art’.
8. If additional time is sought by the photographers to submit fresh photographs, the
same will also be considered on the merits of the work already submitted.
9. Based on the quality of the photographers, they may be selected for future works if
they are willing.
10.Photographs should have minimum 300 dpi in digital format.
11.There is no limit on the number of photographs which may be submitted by one
agency or individual.
12.The decision of the department shall be final and binding.

Application form
To the Director
Department of Tourism
Government of Rajasthan
Jaipur
I wish to submit my photographs for selection by your department. My particulars are
as below.
SN Description
Response
1. Name of the Photographer
2. Full postal address with website
and email address:
3. Contact Number: Land line:
Fax:
Mobile :
Details of the photographs submitted in CD/DVD :
S.N.
SN
1
2

Caption of Photo

Details of Photo

Remarks Deptt

We hereby declare that We/I have the sole ownership of these photographs and
above facts are made in good faith and the information contained is true and correct
to the best of my/our knowledge and belief. We also agree to the selection criteria
given in the notice.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
(Signature of the Applicant)
Name:
Designation:

